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When a prototype of just one of these multi-purpose animated GIF gimmicks was
emailed to veteran mentalist Lee Earle for his opinion his response was quite
simply:

"I looked over your materials - brilliant! I wish I had thought of using the Hypno-
Disc first. You have a winner on your hands. Good luck with it."
- Lee Earle

And when one was sent to Lior Manor he rapidly responded with the
comment:

"Thanks a lot. This is cool. I hope I can contribute something"
- Lior Manor

Although ideas, suggestions and applications are included from Jonathan Royle
and Stuart Cassels the creators of this package, along with others from Kenton
Knepper, Ken Dyne, Colin Cloud, Lior Manor, Marc Paul and Lee Earle, the real
value of and uses of this package are truly only limited by your own imagination.

Yes you can add an amazing new dimension to many close-up or stage magical
routines and indeed also perform new and original ideas.

Yes you will be able to perform miraculous feats of mind reading and mentalism.

This package of multi purpose "gimmicks" was developed from an original seed
of an idea by Kenton Knepper who kindly gave his blessing to release the "Mobile
Magic 2015" bumper package of 120 gimmicked, animated, hypnotic, spiral GIFs
for use on all mobile phones and similar handheld electronic devices which is
now available from all major magic dealers.

After much demand elements of the big package are being released as individual
packages, each one containing some relevant gimmicked, animated, hypnotic
spiral GIFs, along with 2 ungimmicked GIFs and full instructions for their use
including some ideas to get you thinking of your own unique uses.

In short you are able to show a spinning hypnotic spiral on your phone to
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everybody and then get one spectator to stare at it and it will end up showing
them a word or easily recognized symbol on the screen.

It's a non-verbal way of forcing an item, or turning someone into an instant mind-
reader or of taking Dual Reality routines to the next level.

Indeed if combined with real suggestion and hypnosis techniques even bigger
miracles can apparently be worked.

The gimmicked GIFs are designed so that they spin for quite a while enabling
you to show the face of the phone casually to everybody.

Then only known to you a small dot will appear and flash on and off at the bottom
edge of the GIF to warn you that in a few seconds time the image or word is
going to appear on the screen.

This is to ensure that you only have the phone facing the person who needs to
see it.

And then of course the image reverts back to the spinning hypnotic spiral.

As you are also supplied with non gimmicked GIFs, you can if you desire at this
point secretly switch to one of the non gimmicked GIFs and then casually place
your phone face up on the table proving that the moving GIF to be normal in all
manners.

In this package you will receive gimmicked GIFs that will force or reveal the
following:

* Hot Air Balloon

* Bicycle

* Car

* House

* Tree
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* Fork

* Key

* Lighter

* Pen

* Diamond Ring

These are all pictures of the objects that get "forced" upon them!

You get 10 gimmicked, animated GIFs and 2 non-gimmicked GIFs.
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